PRESS RELEASE
Safran Selects ThinKom and Astronics to Supply the Integrated
Next Generation Ka-Band Inflight Connectivity Terminals

14 June 2022, Brea, CA USA - Safran Passenger Innovations, ThinKom Solutions, Inc. (ThinKom) and
Astronics Connectivity Systems and Certifications (Astronics), today announced agreements to provide
next-generation Ka-band aero satellite terminals. Safran Passenger Innovations is embarking down a
path of providing the next evolution in Inflight Connectivity (IFC) terminal solution to the market, one that
allows airlines to have flexibility when it comes to choosing a service provider.
Under the agreements, ThinKom will supply its ThinAir® Ka2517 phased-array aero satellite antennas
for Safran Passenger Innovations’ Ka-band commercial IFC terminal in both retrofit and linefit
installations. Safran Passenger Innovations is an authorized terminal integrator for the next generation
of aero broadband services across multiple providers and a key supplier for connectivity solutions to
Airbus. The ThinKom antenna will be packaged with a newly designed adapter plate, installation kit and
in-cabin connectivity solution.
Astronics has been selected to deliver its new Dual-modem Modem Manager
(Modman) and a new Outside Aircraft Equipment (OAE) support structure.
The Modman integrates multiple third-party aero modem cards in a 4MCU
enclosure. The launch version of the Modman will include the iDirect iQ800
modem with multiple additional configurations available to provide flexibility
for Safran Passenger Innovations and Airbus customers. The OAE
installation kit is comprised of a radome, adapter plate, skirt and associated
wiring to complement ThinKom’s antenna with a simplified installation design Figure 1: Dual-Modem Modman
and novel use of quick disconnect fittings to improve serviceability.
Safran Passenger Innovations selected the ThinKom Variable Inclination Continuous Transverse Stub
(VICTS) antennas based on their unmatched record of reliability and performance. VICTS antennas
have over 28 million accrued operational hours of service on more than 1,600 commercial aircraft.
ThinKom’s phased-array antennas provide industry-leading spectral efficiency that is two to eight times
higher than other competing designs. The VICTS antennas also offer the beam agility needed to switch
seamlessly between geostationary (GEO) and non-geostationary (NGSO) satellite constellations. The
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low-profile design minimizes drag and maximizes fuel economy, and the low power consumption results
in very little heat generation inside the radome, enabling uninterrupted gate-to-gate operation even with
full solar loading in hot climates.
“Our partnership with ThinKom and Astronics strongly supports SPI’s connectivity vision and supports
our continued growth in the IFC market. The Ka2517 antenna solution, along with a MODMAN that
supports multiple modem providers, are key pieces in supporting our customers and providing them with
the best systems available today, and for the future” said John Andrews, Safran’s VP, Connectivity.
ENDS
About Astronics Corporation

Astronics Corporation (Nasdaq: ATRO) serves the world’s aerospace, defense, and other mission critical industries
with proven, innovative technology solutions. Astronics works side-by-side with customers, integrating its array of
power, connectivity, lighting, structures, interiors, and test technologies to solve complex challenges. For over 50
years, Astronics has delivered creative, customer-focused solutions with exceptional responsiveness. Today,
global airframe manufacturers, airlines, militaries, completion centers and Fortune 500 companies rely on the
collaborative spirit and innovation of Astronics. The Company’s strategy is to increase its value by developing
technologies and capabilities that provide innovative solutions to its targeted markets. For more information on
Astronics and its solutions, visit Astronics.com.
Press Contact:
Alan Manns, Alan.Manns@astronics.com, +1-858-200-6625

About Safran

Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aviation (propulsion, equipment and interiors),
defense and space markets. Its core purpose is to contribute to a safer, more sustainable world, where air transport
is more environmentally friendly, comfortable and accessible. Safran has a global presence, with 76,000 employees
and sales of 16.5 billion euros in 2020 and holds, alone or in partnership, world or regional leadership positions in
its core markets.
Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, and is part of the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices.
Safran Passenger Innovations creates innovative inflight entertainment and connectivity systems using the latest
in consumer and avionics technology to provide best in class hardware, software, and services for a premium,
connected flying experience.
For more information: www.safran-group.com; www.safran-passenger-innovations.com
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Press Contact:
Jared Siqueland, Jared.Siqueland@zii.aero, +1-714-203-0525
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About ThinKom Solutions, Inc

ThinKom Solutions, Inc., is a leading provider of innovative, highly affordable, compact broadband multi-beam
antennas and products for aeronautical, vehicular, user terminal, gateway, satellite and man-portable applications.
The company’s primary products uniquely enable near-term worldwide availability of high-data-rate connectivity in
the X-, Ku-, Ka- and Q-bands. ThinKom offers a range of reliable, proven technology solutions for the consumer,
enterprise, first responder, civil, military and intelligence communities.
Press Contact:
Greg Otto, Gregory.Otto@thinkom.com, +1-310-802-4507
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